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INTRODUCTION 
Strawberry ReeerYoir. Utah is an 8.000 acre lake at the elevation 
of 7 .550 feet; 1 t has a maximum depth of 52 feet and an aver~e depth of 
18 feet. The su:pply of cutthroat trout eggs used to replenish and dis-
tribute this trout throughout the state are taken from two spawning 
traps located on reservoir tributaries. Because it has not proven econ-
omical to raise cutthroat to a larger size than newly hatched fry. it is 
at this st~e they are planted. Because of competition. predation, and 
lack of space the planting back of fry to maintain the fishery and spawn-
ing run presents a serious problem. Tributaries a.re at carrying capacit1 
from being closed to fishing and the reservoir supports a tremendous 
population of trash fish; mainly the Utah chub, Gila atraria (Girard); 
yellow perch, Perea flavescens (Mitchell); redside shiner, Richardsonius 
balteatus (Cope); mountain sucker, Pantosteus delphinus Cope; an d dace. 
Rhinic hthys osculus Cope. The rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri Richardson. 
and the cutthroat trout dominate the game fish population. 
It has been the policy of the Utah State Department of Fish and 
Game to trap and artificially spawn fJ'Very possible fish, leaving most of 
the spawning ground unused. This cost. plus the unknown advantage. if 
any. of artificial over natural reproduction led to the study of the 
possibilities of natural reproduction for replenishment of the cutthroat 
trout in the reservoir. 
Beview of literature 
Previous published studies on Strawberry Reservoir have been limi\ed 
to Ha&zard's (1934) limnological study. Carbine (1936) included the Utah 
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chub from Strawberry Reservoir in his study of the Utah chub in the Great 
Basin. 
studies on cutthroat trout include the following: 
Spawning: Fleener (1952); Smith (1941, 1947); Cramer (194o); Welsh (1952); 
Cope ( 1956). 
Population studies: Welsh (1952). 
BeaTer and cutthroat trout relationships: Huey and Woli'rum ( 1956); 
Grasse (1949); Raslll1.1ssen (1941). 
Description of waters studied 
Strawberry Reservoir vas constructed in 1912 for storing water for 
5J,OOO acres of irrigated land lying on the west side of the Wasatch 
Mountains. The surface area at full capacity is 8,000 acres; this bas 
been reached only twice, the last time in 1952. 'l'he capacity of the res-
ervoir is 280,000 acre-feet of which only 1,500 acre-feet cannot be with-
drawn. The reservoir watershed drains 170 square miles. Inflow during 
August and September are less than loss through evaporation. 
The basin of the lake is a.bout six miles long and three miles wide. 
'l'he bottom consists mainly of muck with sand, gravel, and boulders along 
the east side. The water is green in color, sometimes becoming greyish 
during fast abnormal runoffs. Seechi disk readings during the summer range 
from three to eight feet. The water is hard with a methyl-orange alkalin-
ity of 142 to 19? parts per million and a pH of ?.8 to 8.2. Rooted aquatic 
plants a.re scarce in the lake, occurring only in shallow water. The 
fluctuations in water level prevent large areas of rooted aqua.tics. 
Average annual precipitation is 12 inches, mostly in the form of 
snow falling between October and March. Summers are characterized by 
little rain, few cl owls, a.nd a consta.nt daytime south wind. ~s are 
varm but nights cold. Winters are very cold with the reservoir usually 
ice covered from late NoTember to early Mq. 
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NATURAL REPRODUC~IOli 
The effectiveness of artificial stocking as compared with natural 
propagation is one of the most fundamental problems in fish management. 
The actual advantage of each depends on the environment. The management 
program on Strawberry Reservoir was set up entirely in favor o! artificial 
propagation. Thie program was carried on without taking into consider-
ation the possibility that natural reproduction would be as efficient. 
Only spawners escaping the traps or entering untrapped streams have 
spavned naturally. '!'his study was designed to measure the various ele-
ment s of natural reproduction and survival so a comparison could be made 
with artificial propagation. The natural reproduction aspects studied 
were: fecundity. fertility. retained ova, and survival during the ova 
and alevin stages. 
Fecundity 
To determine fecundity of the Strawberry ReserYoir cutthroat trout. 
16 green female spawnere were taken randomly- from the spawning pens. A 
green female was opened and eggs in each oTary were counted individuall,7 
to determine the number of eggs. The number increases with the size of 
fish (Table 1). The average number of eggs per female was 2.090, averag-
ing from 290 to 318 per ounce. Leach (1939) found the fecundity of the 
Strawberry Reservoir female cutthroat was 2,000 eggs. 
Spawning m (Append ix 4) • 
Fertility 
Early reports of egg fertility III.let have been based on unsubstant-
iated belief's, as Downing (1900) gave the opinion that not one egg in a 
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Table 1. Production of eggs by cutthroat trout spawners in Strawberry 
Reservoir, Utah, 1957 
Standard Average Average Average Average 
Number length total weight ovary nwnber of 
of class length in weight eg g s 
fish (mm) (mm) grams in grams per fish 
1 250 - 399 282 448 65 1,215 
1 301 - 350 337 458 93 1,391 
5 351 - 400 392 555 98 1,461 
5 401 - 450 4JO 8Jl 137 2,J41 
3 451 - 500 466 1,044 165 2,786 
l 501 - 550 533 3,459 
Average eggs per female 2,090 
thousand was fertilized naturally. Townsend and Smith (1924) were also 
confident a very low percentage of the eggs was fertilized. Moseley 
(1926) concluded that trout eggs left to themselves in the redds result 
in tremendous mortality. 
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Recent work on redds, dealing mostly with salmon, have proven the 
other extreme - that of high fertilization. Hazzard (1932) examined 21 
redds of eastern brook trout, Salvelinus ~ontinalis fontinalis 
(Yitchell), in which fertility averaged 79.8 percent. The low fertility 
can probably be based on the fact that he considered only eyed eggs. 
Hobbs (1937), in his New Zealand study of introduced salmon, found an 
average natural fertilization of 98 percent. Cameron (1940) found a 98 
percent fertilization in redds of salmon, Onoorhynohus nerka (Suckley). 
Cramer (1940) dug up four nests of coastal cutthroat, Salmo clarki 
olarki Richardson, and found fertilization varied from 93.0 to 98.6 
percent. 
To determine fertility of strawberry cutthroat, 15 redds were set 
aside for fertility checks (Appendix 1). These redds were sam~led at 
least 20 days from deposition, so fertile eg gs could be easily detected. 
Average fertility of the 15 redds was 85 percent, which is lower than 
most studies. l)lring artifioial spawning of the Strawberry Reservoir 
cutthroat, fertility averages approximately 87 percent. 
Ova lodging. No attempt was made to determine the actual percent of 
the eg gs lodging and being covered. It was found that in favorable spawn-
ing areas a high percent lodged and were covered. but in the less favor-
able a.reas a low percentage lodged and were oovared. Previous studies 
show that in f avorable spawning areas approximately 95 percent lodge in 
the nest and are coveredJ Hobbs (1947), Tatt and Shapovalov (1945). 
This figure was ueed in the Streeper Creek study. 
Failure to release all eggs. To determine the number of ova not 
shed, 44 female spawn.ere were sampled for retained eggs. Female spawners 
Table 2. Eggs retained by cutthroat trout spawners after spawning 
naturally in Streeper Creek 
Length Average Range of Average 
Number class total numbers Total number of 
of in length in of eggs eggs eggs retained 
specimens millimeters millimeters retained retained per fish 
l 350 _ _ 369 356 48 48 
2 370 - 389 381 2 - J 5 J 
3 390 - 409 406 18 - 44 92 31 
3 410 - 429 421 O - 230 230 17 
13 430 - 449 437 o - 965 1,859 14J 
12 450 - 469 456 0 - 24 6J 5 
5 4?0 - 489 478 1 - 175 925 185 
l 490 - 509 495 5 5 
1 510 - 529 508 1,162 1,162 
1 530 - 549 546 9 9 
1 570 - 589 572 0 0 
1 650 - 669 660 11 11 
Totals 
44 4,409 
Average no. of eggs ret a ined per spawner 100 
? 
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were opened and ova oounted from those returning downstream. those killed 
by disease and aocidents. and those which ohose to stay in the stream 
rather than return to the reservoir. The 44 spawners sampled (Table 2) 
retained 4,409 ova. an a-yerage of 100 eggs. 
MORTALITY 
Natural spawners released an average of 1.990 eggs into the redds. 
The next step was to determine how many of these eggs survived to con-
tribute to the fishery. Mortality was recorded from the time the female 
entered the stream until the young migrated to the reservoir. 
From natural spawning 
1~thods. Redds were checked at random throughout the tributaries 
during 1956; actu~l date of deposition was not known. During the 1957 
spawning season, redds were not oheoked unless previously marked and 
dated as to time of deposition. De.te of deposition was determined by 
e.otual observation. Spawning grounds were observed daily. When a pair 
was sighted and in the act of spawning the redd was marked. Twenty four 
hours later wire mesh was placed over tha redd to prevent further 
spawning. 
The ova and alevins were collected by ?lacing a large nylon net 
downstream from the redd. By using the hands, the redd was dug up and 
contents sifted so ova and alevins were swept into the net. Izmnediately 
after taking the net from the stream live ova and alevins were separated 
from dead. The live specimens were separated into the different develop-
ment st ages. dead speoimens in whioh exosmosis ooourred were placed in a 
saturated NaCl solution. For dead eggs in which the chorion was still 
intact, the coagulation of the yolk was reversed so the embryo oould be 
seen. 
In most of the tributaries a large enough number of redds were 
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marked to enable sampling one or more redda on eaoh tributary every 
fifth day during the 50 day sampling period (Appendix 1). It was assumed 
that no fry emerge within 60 days after deposition. Redds were sampled 
when needed depending upon date of deposition. Spawners were released 
above the traps to make a natural reproduction study possible in streams 
where spawning runs were trapped. 
Streeper Creek because of its small siM), easy availability, and 
adequate spawning grounds, was studied more int.6nsively than the other 
tributaries. Streeper Creek is a spring-fed stream that maintains a 
uniform flow of cool water favorable to spawning. The spawning area 
eoTers 6,200 feet of stream averaging 6 feet in width or t aore of water. 
Approximately 26 percent of this area is unusable for spawning because 
of beaver dams and impondments. Because a spawning trap stopped cut-
throat trout in the reservoir from entering the stream the number of 
spawners oould be controlled. 
During the 1957 spawning season 123 males and 129 females were 
released in Streeper Creek. Sinoe the majority of the females were ripe, 
spawning took plaoe soon after fish were released. With spawning taking 
place at the same time throughout the stream superimposition was kept 
at a mini.mum. 
I)lring spa\'Vlling. The 129 female cutthroat trout released in 
Streeper Creek represent a potential 270,000 eg gs available for deposit-
ion. Thirteen thousand of the 270,000 ova oarried into the stream were 
not shed. Thi s leaves a total of 257,000 eggs shed in the stream. Two 
hundred and fifty--three thousand of these ova lodged in the redd and 
were covered. 
If fertility is as low as redd cheeks indicate, then approximately 
39,000 eg gs are wasted and have no chance of developing into fry. This 
leaves 215,000 fertili~ed ova deposited in the streeper Creek spawning 
area. With 21s.ooo fertilized eggs in the redds. mortality takes its 
toll as the age of the ova increases. 
!:!_-eyed. In Streeper Creek during the pre-eyed stage 10 percent 
died leaving 193.000 eggs to develop to the eyed stage. Average pre-
eyed mortality in the other tributaries entering the reservoir was 24 
percent. 
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Eyed. streeper Creek mortality in the eyed stage took approximately 
3 percent leaving 187-000 specimens to develop into sao fry. Average 
eyed mortality in the other tributaries entering the reservoir was 27 
percent. 
~ fry. Mortality to se.o fry in Streeper Creek was negligible. 
thus olose to 187.000 sao fry would survive to beoome fry. Average sac 
fry mortality in the oth er tributaries enterin E the r e servoir was also 
negligible. 
Buried fry. Five peroent of the Streeper Creek fry died before 
emerging from the redd leaving an estimated 178.000 fry to emerge into 
the stream. Alevin 1.10rtality wa.s also low in the other tributaries. 
The 178.000 fry emerging might be lower than the actual number be-
cause fertility has entered twice, once in the initial fertility and 
once in the later stages of development when infertile eggs die. This 
would help to oompensate for superimposition by subsequent spawners 
which was ignored because of the short period of spawning. 
Each female cutthroat trout spawning in Streeper Creek produced an 
average of 1.330 free swimming fry or 66 percent su?"Vival. 
!!:!.!. swimming fry. From the Streeper Creek redds 178.000 free 
swimning fry emerged and 10.291 migrated from the stream within 98 days 
e.i'ter deposition. This left approximately 167.500 fry that remained in 
the stream. 
On September 23. 1957• two representative sample areas were checked 
with a portable AC eleotric shocker. The total area was 588 feet or over 
10 percent of the total spawning area on Streeper Creek. From the 
samples (Appendix 2) it was determined approximatel.Jr 4,050 fry remained 
in Streeper Creek 98 days after deposition. This left 16J,500 free 
swimming fry that perished, or 92 percent perished before their first 
summer had ended. This high mortality of wild fry may indicate what 
happens to artificially propagated fry planted in the tributaries. 
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Differences between streams and in the~ stream. Mortality of 
ova and alevins in the gravel was found to vary much from one stream to 
another. :%ven in the same stream some sections were very f avorable for 
natural reproduction while other areas were poorly sllited. Because of 
changing environment al conditions the same spawning area will differ from 
year to year. Thie is clearly shown on Bl78.llta Fork and MUd. Creeks. 
Only Streeper Creek has relatively uniform favorable spawning areas. 
Streams such as Sage and Charlie Chaplin Creeks were poor for natural 
reproduction because insufficient gravel resulted in the eggs failing 
to lodge and be covered. To show the differences in spawning areas and 
causee for these differences each tribut a ry will be treated separately. 
Tables J and 4 summarize the findings of the 1956 and 1957 redd 
chec ks, res p ectively. Appendix l gives the full data on eac h redd check. 
The high mortality of ova and alevins during 1956 in Bryants Fork, Mud, 
Indian, and O lyde Creeks can be at tri bu ted mainl.Jr to d.7nami ting of 
beaver dams and the resultant siltations of sampled redds. :Beaver dams 
were not dynamited on Streeper and Trout Creeks. 
Trout Creek. Trout Creek is a spring fed stream which varies 
little in flow throughout the 7ea.r. It has the most favorable water temp-
eratures for natural reproduction of any of the tributaries. The bottom 
of the stream ia almost 100 percent gravel and boulders which offer ideal 
spawning beds. 
There are two distinct spawning areas. 'l'he sagebrush area along the 
upper part of the creek was grazed by sheep; grassland along the lower pa.rt 
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of the creek was pastured to oattle. Diff erences in mortalities in the 
two areas (Appendix 1) show the damage that oattle do when crossing or 
wading up and down the stream. In the upper area redds were olean; 
only the fine silt that the current carries down Trout Creek covered any 
of the redds. Redds in the lower area were silted beoause of cattle 
activities. Pre-eyed mortality was 45 percent as oornpared to 29 percent 
in the upper area. Although low, 29 percent is still high for a stream 
offering such ideal ~~ter temperatures and gravel. 
Eyed eggs in the lower area suffered over 30 percent mortality as 
compared to 4.5 percent in the upper area. Alevin stages of development 
could not be compared as no eyed ova in the lower area were found to 
survive to this stage. 
Two major reasons for high mortality were silt and oonoussion oaused 
by cattle. The amount of silt and debris moving down the lower section 
of the stream is indicated by the fact that traps installed at the mouth 
of Trout Creek had to be abandoned beoause they plugged so frequently. 
I have observed these two traps plug up in just a little over an hour. 
Very few eggs deposited in the lower area will mature into free swillllling 
fry if these oonditione continue. 
Bryants Fork Creek. Only a small peroentage of Bryants Fork 
is accessible to lake spawners beoause of beaver dams. 
The spawning beds (Appendix 1) in the lower section of Bryants Fork 
would be olassified as dirty redds. A silt oover plus high water temp-
err,tures raised the mortality rate. ~.rortality in the pre-eyed stage was 
16 percent, during the eyed stage it jumped to 47 percent, which is very 
high. No mortality was observed in the alevin stages. With this high 
rate of mortality an average sized female cutthroat spawning in the lower 
section would produoe only 720 free swimming fry, minus those lost 
through superimposition. The upper section is more favorable but it is 
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Figure 2. Results of an average ma.le and female lake cutthroat spawning 
in St reeper Creek, 1957. 
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not readily acoessible because of beaver activities. 
Abd Creek. Although the sampling program did not show it, the 
lower section is poor for natural reproduction while the upper section 
is from good to excellent. In the lower section of Mud Creek the bottom 
becomes thickly covered with aquatic vegetation. Spirogyra is the most 
abundant form ma.king a complete blanket around the sides and over the 
bottom. 
M:ld Creek redds do not become as dirty as Bryants Fork redds but they 
are not as clean as Streeper Creek redds. Mortality during the pre-eyed 
stage was 22 percent, in the eyed stage 8 percent, and in the alevin 
stages less than one percent. 
Indian Creek. Although Indian Creek offers a plentiful supply 
of good spawning areas, not enough spawners were allowed to continue up-
stream to complete a sampling program. The 40 and 45 day checks were 
taken in a small diversion around a beaver dam. 
Pre-eyed mortality amounted to 7 percent, while in the eyed stage 
mortality was 19 percent. Insufficient samples during the alevin stages 
make it impossible to estimate alevin mortality. Because of the faTor-
able spawning areas it is assumed to be negligible. 
Sage Creak. Sage Creek offers a poor environment for spawning 
because of its small size and inadequate gravel. '!l'hen checking redds 
(Appendix 1) in Sage Creek the entire redd was dug up and well sifted. 
The small number of eggs per redd shows the percentage of eggs lodging 
in the shallow gravel was very low. Although redds were sampled up to 
55 days af'ter deposition no eggs were found to survive to the eyed stage. 
During the 1956 sampling season approximately 600 spawners were 
counted in Sage Creek by utah State Departmnt of Fish and Gruae personnel. 
This would account for a loss of approximately 627,000 eggs. Olring the 
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1957 season I saw 125 spawners on one oount. If all possible eggs were 
shed this would be a loss of 132.000 eggs. Nearly 100 peroent of the 
eggs carried into the stream were not deposited and therefore wasted. 
Charlie Chaplin Creek. This stream, like Sage Creek, offers a 
poor environment for spawning. t~terial for redds is soarce. The small 
number of specimens found shows the percentage of eggs lodging in the 
shallow gravel is low. One egg was found to survive to the pre-eyed 
stage. 
It must be oonoluded that tributaries such as Sage and Charlie 
Chaplin Creeks should be made unavailable to spawners. 
Causes of mortality 
Losses before eggs~ deposited. There are many possibilities 
for losses before the eggs are deposited in the redds. First, some fish 
may mature physically but not sexually. Scale reading of some 5, 6, and 
7 year old cutthroat trout females. weighing up to 19 pounds, f a iled to 
show any spawning cheoks. 
The effect of predation is felt as the spawner enters the stream in 
search of suitable spawning sites. Predation is assumed to be very 
slight in the tri butaries entering the reservoir; but, 9 spawners were 
found in Trout Creek one morning that had been killed by blue herons. 
Poaching could be considered under this s9.JDS heading. Spawn.era may also 
die from diseases, injuries. a.nd aooidents received from hazards that 
aoeompany spawning. Spawners have been found dead in the tributaries 
that have not shed any ova. 
Spawners do not discharge all ova that mature. Hobbs (1948) found 
that 14 brown trout retained an average of 1 eggs per female. Welsh 
(1952) sampled 60 spent spawners and found an average of 3 eggs per 
female. Both figures are low because only spent spawners returning were 
sampled. I found an average of 100 retained eggs per female spawner. 
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This number takes into account the number of ages retained by returning 
spent fish, plus spawners suffering mortality from disease, injuries, 
and accidents. 
Losses after eggs ~ shed. The number of eggs lodging in the 
redd was not determined. It is known, from contents of stomachs taken 
from trout during the spawning season, that all eggs do not lodge. 
Fifteen cutthroat trout averaged 7 eggs per stomach. 
The number of eggs lodging in the redd pocket depends upon the 
quality of the redd. If' the pocket is deep enough so that currents in 
the bottom are traveling in an opposite direction of the downstream 
current it is likely that most of the eggs do lodge. The adhesiveness 
of the eggs, current traveling in opposite direction, and larger rooks 
forming crevices in the bottom of the redd pocket all favor retention of 
shed ova. 
In areas with less favorable spawning sites the percentage of eggs 
lodging and being covered is low. The gravel in two streams, Sage and 
Charlie Chaplin Creeks, averages not more than} inoh in depth. This 
makes it impos s ible for the pit to be deep enough to develop a current 
flo win g in the opposite direotion to hold the eggs in the pit. Although 
eggs are slightly adhesive when first shed most are lost from these redds 
shortly after deposition. The remaining eg gs are probably washed out when 
the fe male tries to cover the shallow pit with gravel. 
Losses from non-f'ertili.~ation. Arter ova. are shed by the female 
they must be fertilized. The oharacteri8tios of the redd pit produce an 
ideal situation for fertilization of ova. Fifteen cutthroat redds were 
checked for fertility (Appendix 1) and the fertility ranged from 44.4 to 
100 percent. with en average of 85 percent. 
Hobbs (1937) concluded that if the total loss in a redd exceeded 
3.3 percent then the explanation should be found in oauses other than 
initial inf'ertility. 
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Losses of O'V'a after fertilization and burial. After the ova 
------
are oovered they are left to the mercy of their environment. Probably 
only at this time during its life is the cutthroat trout relatively safe 
from predation. 
Flooding. This is one factor that was unimportant during the 
study. Very little rain in sumner with watersheds in good condition 
keeps flooding at a minimum. Only during high water in the spring is the 
flow enough to cause any drunage to ova in the redds. 
Superimposition. There is evidence that loss of eggs does ooour 
during superimposition. Twenty-eight eyed eggs were found in the stomach 
of a spent spawner in Trout Creek at the end of the spawning run. These 
ova had been dug out of the redd by subsequent spawners. Redd checks 
show ova in diff'erent stages of development occupy the same redd. How 
much loss takes place from superimposition was undetermined. Observations 
indicate it is heavier in the lower sections of the streams and in the 
more favorable redd sites. 
Late spawners take advantage of material already loosened by earlier 
spawners. On three dif'ferent occasions 1 observed spawners utilize a 
redd just sampled. On all three occasions the female moved on to the 
redd and started digging in the short time it took me to sort and count 
the specimens taken from the redd. 
Over a prolonged spawning season superimposition undoubtedly takes 
its toll. All ova washed from the redd die. Those moved during the 
tender stage, although still covered, die. The eggs surviving and still 
covered would benefit as the redd is once again in a clean state. this 
permits the maximum percolation of subsurface water around the ova. 
There would be no loss from superimposition during the alevin stage 
beoause spawning activities have ceased. 
Siltation. Siltation. in conjunction with high water temper-
atures. is the major cause of mortality in the ova and alevin stages. 
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silted redds suf'fered much greater mortality than olean ones. 
A newly made redd is relatively olean. Surface diatomaeeous growth 
and fine material he.ve been removed and swept away by the current. Some 
fine material is redeposited during the burial action by the female. 
The clean redd starts immediately to resume the oharaoter of the sur-
rounding bed. Silt gradually builds up. depending upon conditions in 
the stream, leaving a fine crust on top which gradually works down toward 
the egg pooket as the season progresses. The oxygen requirements of ova 
and alevins increase while total available oxygen percolating through 
the redd is gradually decreasing. As the silt crust deepens and water 
temperatur es rise there is eventually a point when available oxygen 
is less than that required by ova and alevins. In a good spawning area 
this point is reached after the ova have developed into alevins and 
emerged from the gravel. 
The effects of siltation are shown in the following diBcussion on 
mortality from beaver activities. 
Effect of beaver. The role of the beaver in trout production is 
very controversial. Rasmussen (1940). Grasse (1949), and Huey (1956) 
found beaver to be bene ficial, while Salyer (1935), an d Nelson (1954) 
found beaver to be detrimental to fis h production. Nelson (1954). in 
his study of the grayling in Montana, r ecommended that all beaver an d 
beaver dams be removed from the tributaries of the Upper Red Rook Lake. 
Spawning areas were not aocessibJe to grayling because of beaver dams. 
Detrimental effects from beaTer activity are clearly shown in most 
of the streams entering the reservoir. Since beaver were so common, 
their effects on trout reproduction were observed oarefully. Redds were 
ohecked in stream areas inhabited by beaver to determine the detrimental 
effects produced on ova and alevins in the gravel. Redds were also 
checked to determine effects from dynamiting beaver dams. Blocking of 
migrations was determined from observations. 
Table 3. Survival an d mortality in £>€gs and fry in 33 redds sampled 
in the tributaries enterill€ Strawberry Reservoir, Utah, in 
1956 
Number Live Doad Mortality 
Tributary of Eggs Sac Fry F€gs in 
redds fry percent 
:Bryents Fork 5 21 0 6 284 91 
Indian 12 748 10.5 42 883 .50 
Mud 3 100 1.5 3 1.J.54 9J 
Streeper 11 691 JOJ 1.56 794 27 
Trout l 64 0 0 0 0 
Cl7de 1 28 28 1 7!6 93 
Tota.ls 33 1,6.52 451 208 4,091 
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Table 4. Survival and mortality in eggs and fry in 109 redds checked 
in the tributaries entering Strawberry Reservoir, Utah, 1957 
Live Dead 
Tributary Pre-eyed Eyed Sac Fry Pr~eyed ~ed Sac Fry 
eggs eggs fry eggs eggs fry 
Streeper 1.,858 91 243 59 361 ll 3 
Indian 451 225 l 2 .53 12 
'l'rout 1,954 346 117 45 1,444 73 
Mud l, 750 284 56 244 6.52 51 2 
Bryant a Fork 1,130 98 16 lJ 347 lOJ 
Sage 271 102 
Charlie Chaplin 4 1 l? 
Totals 7,418 1,04.5 433 J6J 2,976 250 0 5 
Average pre-eyed mortality 2J .8 percent 
Average eyed mortality 11. 95 percent 
Average sac fry mortality 0 percent 
Average fry mortality 1.4 percent 
Average combined mortality 37 .1.5 percent 
Table 5. Summary of mortality (expreseed in percent) of ova and 
alevins in redde in the tributaries entering Stravber17 
Reservoir, Ute.h, 195? 
Number 
Tributary of ~gs Alevins Total 
21 
red.de Pre-eyed Iryred Sac fey ?rr 1110 rtali t1' 
checked stage stage stage stage 
Streeper 20 10 J 0 .5 18 
Trout 26 3? 18 5.5 
Indian 15 1 19 0 0 26 
l3rya.nts Fork 18 16 47 0 0 63 
Mud 27 22 8 0 l Jl 
Charlie Chaplin 5 81 0 
-· -· 
lOOx 
8-ge 1.5 27 
-· -· -· 
lQQX 
•No sur,riva.l found to this stage. 
~stimated mortality. 
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Blooking of migrations. Beaver do the most harm to cutthroat 
trout when they block migrations. The better spawning areas and over 50 
percent of the available spawning grounds are not accessible to spawners 
as a result of beaver. On Bryants Fork Creek which has over a mile of 
good gravel only 200 yards are readily available to spawners. 
In observing migrations of marked cutthroat trout it was found they 
could traverse what seemed impassable beaver dams, but each high dam was 
a stumbling block a.nd the size of the spawning run was greatly reduced. 
The spavroers that passed over these dams and stayed until high water 
receded were trapped and most became diseased and died. 
In the larger, deeper beaver dams marked spawners were observed to 
swmner over in good shape. Three marked spawners were known to winter 
over in beaver dams on Indian Creek; however. these spawners are detri-
mental to migrating fry and other small resident fish. Al::!O, spa.wners 
trapped in the stream a.re unavailable to fishermen. 
By causing siltation. It has been the practice of the Utah 
state Department of Fish and Grune to blast dams during nnd after the 
spawning season. Redds were checked on Bryants Fork and 1"ud Creeks dur-
inc 1956 after beaver dams hud been destroyed and also in 1957 when no 
beaver d~~s were destroyed. There was 91 percent overall combined 
mortalit y of ova and alevins in the 5 redds checked on Bryants Fork in 
1956, oompared with 26 percent in 18 redds ohecked during the 1957 
spawning sea.son when there was no blasting of beaver dams. There was 92 
percent overall combined mortality of ova and alevins in the 3 redds 
checked on Mud Creek during the 1956 spawning season against 23 percent 
in the 27 redds oheoked during the 1957 spawning season. 
This shows it is poor management to blast beaver dams while ova 
and alevins are still in the redds. When a dam is blasted, or washed out, 
silt is spread for lon g distances downstream and continues long a~er 
the runoff from the dam i~ over. The silt covers the redds. stops the 
flow of subsurface water, and results in the death of ova and alevins in 
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the gravel. 
Conclusions. In the study area the beaver is very detrimental 
to the migration and production of cutthroat trout. Along with non-game 
fish, it is probably one of the IM.in factors holding down the lake pop-
ulation of outthroat. The main harmful ini'luenoes are blocking mig rations 
and the flooding and siltation of gravel areas. All beaver and beaver 
dams should be removed. 
Water temperatures. Some tributaries have high daytime water 
temperatures. which in oonjunotion with other factors. result in 
mortalities in the redd. 
Drying of redds. In the years with low runoff. a large per-
centage of ova in redds are probably left to die by reoeding streams. 
IA2ring the course of this study water runoff was sui'ficient to prevent 
drying of redds. Man-made practices leave some stream bed sections dry. 
The upper St ra :wberry River is dive r ted through the mountain to empty in-
to l)aniel s Creek (Figure 1). IA2ring; the spawning season runoff is high 
enough so part of the flow continues down ~trawberry River. Later. when 
the canal can carry a.11 of tl·e flow. water does not continue below the 
drun; as a result a long stretch dries up. This is not only fatal to ova 
and alevins in the redd but also to fish that have moved into the area. 
Concussion. Eggs in the pre-eyed stage are more sensitive to 
concussion tha.n during the eyed st age. Redd checks also showed that 
heaviest mortalities oc cur during the pre-eyed stage. .'ortalities due to 
conoussion a.re brought out in the discussion of the Trout Creek redds. 
Disease. Sa.prolegnia was found only in redds in which the 
specimens were in the advanced stages of' development; it was seldom 
found in very dirty redds. This disease can be considered an unimportant 
mortality factor. 
Conclusions 
Average mortality of ova and alevins in the 1957 redd checks was 37 
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percent, showing natural reproduction in the favorable spawning areas is 
an efficient process and should be utilized whenever possible. 
From artificial spawning 
Figure 6 briefly summarizes the mortality suffered during arti-
ficial spawn taking. This does not include mortality suffered fro m loss 
of eggs due to spa.wners dying in the traps or in the stream before they 
reach the trap. Nor does it account for spawners releasing e ggs in the 
trap or those delayed and releasing eggs in the restrict ed area below 
the traps where the sa.me por t ion of the redds are dug over and over by 
successive spa 1.mers. The mm.ber of ova. retained may seem high. To get 
every egg would result in hig h mortality of females. Also many female 
spa\'mcr s cannot be spawned be ca.use of injuries or bl ocked genital pores. 
The percent of ova developing into free swimming fry is sli ghtly more 
than produced by natu r al reproduction. 
Trout that do not n ir,rate to the lake but choose to remain in the 
strea n1 are lost to the fishery. Only those re ,naining whi ch matur e and 
produce r igrant fish a.re of any value. 
During 1956 1 downstrean traps were placed in three strea ms to 
deter rr.ine if cutthroat fry plants were surviving and migrating to the 
reservoir. !).iring 1957 downstream tra.ps were plac ed in t hre e strea.ms 
to deter ·Line the results of natu ral reproduction. The downstream trap 
was nla.oed in Streeper Creek to deter mine spawning efficiency from a 
known number of potential spawners. Da.ta. was used to compare natural 
reproduction with artificial propagation. 
Table 6. F-€gs retained by cutthroat trout spawners after being 
spawned artificially. 1957 
Length Aver9€e Range of Average 
Number class total numbers Total number of 
of in length in of eggs eggs eggs per f1 sh 
specimens millimeters millimeters retained retained retained 
3 370 - 389 J81 9 - 381 476 159 
l 390 - 409 394 24 24 
2 410 - 429 419 3 - 390 393 19? 
J 4JO - 449 4J6 44? - 1,442 2,531 844 
l 450 - 469 457 289 289 
2 470 - 489 48J 545 - 1,849 2,J94 1,19? 
1 490 - 519 496 395 395 
Totals 
13 6,502 
Average eggs retained 
per spawner 500 
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liethods 
The stream flowed over a spillway through bars and into a screened 
trap (Appendix 3). Fish larger than 10 inohes landed on the bars, 
flopped off, and continued dovmstream. Very few fish in the stream 
attain lengths of over 10 inches. The majority of migrant fish missed 
by the trap were returning lake spawners. 
Downstream traps were operated as soon as fry started emerging from 
the gravel or were planted. Traps were cheoked onoo and sometimes twice 
a day to deten nine number of daily migrants. 
mgration ~ stocked plus natural fry, ~ 
Streeper Creek trap. The Streeper Creek downstream trap was origin-
ally installed to deter P.ine natural reproduction. Twenty one thousand 
cutthroat fry were mistakenly planted 100 yards above the trap therefore 
results were from both naturally and artificially propagated spawn. An 
es t imated 100 female soa:wners entered Streeper Creek to spawn naturally. 
From July 19 to October 13, an averaee of 61.4 fish, under 9 inches, 
mi grated out per day. The fry run durin~ this ti.me a.mounted to 5,360 
or al most 100 percent of the total n igra.nts of the stream. There was a 
sudden jump in daily numhers of mi grants inunediately after the lar ge 
plant. This soon dropped off an d daily numbers did not start increasing 
until natural reproduction beg an producing mie;rants. Figure 3 shows the 
daily numbers ni grating downstream during 1956. Forty-two fish, a year 
or older, also entered the trap. 
Two a.re as in Streeper Creek were sairinled in Novembe r with an electric 
shocker. It was eatimat ed that there were approxim ately 1, 850 cutthroat 
trout inha b iting the available spawning area at this time, and less than 
50 percent were young-of-the-year. The results showed that the majority 
of fry either Migrates out or perishes in the stream. Only a sna ll 
fraotion of the available one year or older fish nigrates out of Streeper 
Table 7. Numbers of migrant fish ent ering the Streeper Creek 
downstream trap, July 19 to October lJ, 1956 
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Cutthroat trout Cutthroat trout 
De.te fry 3 - 9 inches 
Jul.7 
19-Jl 2,614 14 
August 
1-Jl 2,646 15 
September 
1-JO 68 10 
October 
1-13 J2 3 
Totals 5,J60 42 
Table 8. Numbers of migrant fish entering the Strawberry River down-
stream tra p J uly 19 to September 5, 1956 
C11t t hro at Shiner De.ce Mountain 
Date adult fry adult fry adult fry Perch sncker Chub 
July 
19-Jl 2 0 28 0 41 0 0 9 2 
August 
1-Jl 1 0 135 14 167 0 1 21 0 
September 
1-5 2 0 16 0 35 0 0 0 0 
Totals 5 0 179 14 243 0 l JO 2 
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Creek. 
~esident trout are predatory and undoubtedly have a great effect in 
lowering the success of spawning by reducing the nwnber of fry. As 
mentioned before, carrying capacity is maintained at all times, so fry 
coming out of the redds find very little available space. Fry migrating 
to the reservoir find a.n environment filled completely with predators; 
namely yellow perch. Utah chub. and trout. 
Migration of stocked fry 
Mud Creek trap. The l.fud Creek trap was operated from July 19_ to 
October 13, 1956, to oheok fry plants. From the original plant of 25,416 
outthroat fry only 3 entered the reservoir during the 88 days the trap 
was in operation. t~d Creek put .91 trout per day under 10 inches into 
the reservoir (Table 9), with rainbow outnumbering the cutthroat. Some 
of the r a inbow were marked trout which were planted in the reservoir a.nd 
had migrated upstream. Forage fish made up the bulk of the migrants; the 
redside shiner bein g the most abundant. 
Str awberry River trap. This trap was also used to determine the 
results of fry p lants. In 1954, 1955, and 1956, 27,500, 125,300 and 
244,700 cutthroat trout fry, respectively, were planted in the Straw-
berry River. Alth ough 244,700 fry were planted in 1956, not one fry 
migrated downstream into the trap during the time of operation (Table 8). 
Only 5 trout, a.11 older cutthro at, entered the tra.p. Trout migration 
amounted to only . ) 57 per day. 
Again forage f i sh ma.de up almost 100 peroent of the total number 
with dace the most abundant. 
Conclusions. The results show that planting large numbers of fry 
in r.ud Creek and Strawberry River is wasteful. Only Streeper Creek had 
a good run of migr 1:1.nt trout. 
From shocking sample areas and results of downstream traps it was 
found the heaviest migration comes immediately after fry start emerging 
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Table 9. Migrant fish entering the Mud Creek downstream trap, July 19 to October lJ, 1956 
Cutthroat Rainbow Brook Shiner Dace Sculpin Mountain 
Date trout trout trout adult fry adult fry adult fry sucker 
adult fry 
July 
19-31 11 0 35 1 572 3 139 0 l 0 17 
August 
1-Jl 7 1 12 0 316 4 157 0 0 7 8 
September 
1-JO• 6 2 2 0 32 0 55 0 1 0 4 
October 
1-13 4 0 0 0 3.5 85 4o 22 1 l 9 
Totals 28 3 49 l 955 92 391 22 3 8 J8 
•Traps not working September 5 through September 11, 1956. 
Chub 
8 
0 
0 
0 
8 
w 
0 
but soon tapers of f after they stop. By late fall there are very few 
fish left in the stream to migrate. 
Migration of fry from natural reproduction 
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Streeper Creek trap. A trap was installed in streeper Creek during 
the 1957 season to determine success of natural reproduction. The fry 
run during the 1957 season, resulting from the 123 female spawners re-
leased, averaged 191 migrants per day as compared to 64 migrants per day 
during the 1956 season when the stream was planted with fry. Each female 
spawner releaeed in streeper Creek resulted in 80 fry migrating from the 
stream with 98 days. 
Welsh (1953), in his Arnioa Creek study. had a total of 9,556 fry 
pass through the downstream trap during 1950. This was from an estimated 
tot a l of 2, 657 ,0 00 eggs carried into the stream. During 1951 an estimated 
3,261,000 eggs were carr i ed into the stream, but only 4, 651 fry migrated 
out. Streeper Creek made a good showin g with over 10,000 fry migrating 
through the downst ream. trap from 270,000 eggs carried in. 
Trout Creek trap. An effort was made to operate a downstream trap, 
but because cat tle kept large quantities of silt, debris, and vegetation 
moving down the strerun it was impossible. The trap would plug up in 
less than a.n hour if cattle were in the stream. Two days during oper ation 
oonditions were right so the trap did not flood. On these days 17 trout, 
a year or older, migrated into the trap; even on days when the trap 
flooded an aver age of 1.5 trout per day was found. Although Trout Creek 
was not planted pri or to 1957 and was seined from mouth to source just 
prior to tr ap oper at ion, it still had a good showing of year or older 
migr ant trout. 
Eryants Fork trap. A trap was installed in Bryants Fork Creek to 
determine the natural reproduction. Beoa.use of the early spawning the 
trap was put in too late to catch the peak of the fry run. During the 
time of operati on (Table 11) 521 fry migrated through the trap averaging 
Table 10. Weekly summary of numbers ot migrant fish entering the 
streeper Creek downstream trap. July 16. to September 23, 
1957. 
Date Cutthroat trout Cutthroat trout 
fry one year or 
older 
7-16 to 7-22 0 26 
7-23 to 7-29 18 21 
7-30 to 8-5 49 20 
8-6 to 8-12 233 6 
8-13 to 8-19 2.316 19 
8-20 to 8-26 s.o64 12 
8-27 to 9-2 1,748 17 
9-3 to 9-9 359 11 
9-10 to 9-16 201 7 
9-17 to 9-23 303 17 
Totals 10.291 156 
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Table 11. Weekly summary of numbers of migrant fish entering the Bryants 
Fork Creek downstream trap, July 31 to September 6, 1957 
Cutthroat Rainbow Shiner Dace Mountain Sculpin 
Date fry adult sucker 
7-13 to 8-6 175 13 5 71 12 l 4 
&-7 to &.lJ 124 3 0 25 4 8 l 
8-14 to 8-20 103 8 1 15 5 6 0 
&-21 to 8-27 87 5 0 2 5 15 0 
&-28 to 9-J 14 8 l 0 J 3 0 
9-4 to 9-6 18 2 0 0 8 14 0 
Totals 521 39 7 113 37 47 5 
Average fry migrating p er day - lJ.7 
I 
13.7 fry per de.y. 
Conclusions 
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Spawning efficiency of cutthroat spawners in Streeper Creek is 
favora bl e. being hir;he r than most studies. Natural reproduction has 
probably been the me.in faotor in replenishing the population of cutthroat 
trout in the reservoir. Heaviest ~igrati on ooours during the time fry 
are emer ging from the gravel and by late fall few are le~ in the stream. 
strawberry River and Jhld Creek both have a poor showing of mig r ant 
fish but have always been planted the heaviest. Planting should be 
switched to Trout. Bryants Fork. streeper. and Indian Creeks where trout 
do migrate in large numbers to the reservoir. 
HmiING, '' OVE?!~ NTS, AND rt.ORTAI.TTY OF ARTIFICIAL 
AND NATURAL SPAYt1IBD FISH 
\'Jhile Utah Fish and Grune personnel were sorting the daily runs it 
became evident that the ratio of spent to green spawners increased as 
the season progressed. It was also evident that the mortality of eaoh 
daily run increased. If spawners repeatedly re-entered the trap after 
being spa.vmed artificially and released baok into the reser~oir. then 
the total number entering the trap would be much larger than the actual 
population of spawners running the stream. Also. if spa wners re-entered 
the traps extra handling plus other haaards that a spawner suffers with 
9A.ch spawning run would result in high mortal ity. 
Homing was studied to determine if Strawberry cutthroat trout have 
a strong homing instinct. This factor would be very imoorta.nt in 
establishing future runs. Movements were studied to determine initial 
time of spawning movement s. length of stay in the tributaries. and 
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desire to return to the reservoir. Mortality was studied to determine 
what value these spawners would oontribute to the replenishment of their 
species in future years and also to determine the number entering the 
creel. The number entering the creel was derived from the creel oeneus 
taken during the 1956 and 1957 fishing seasons. 
Methods 
!Airing the 1956 and 1957 spawning runs 2.068 and 1,983 spawners, 
respectively, were marked by removing a combination of fins. A different 
combination was used at eaoh trap. Spawners were marked iJJ1nediately 
after artificial spawning. Marked spawners were then released into the 
reservoir at a distance of one to four miles from the traps. The small 
si&e of the tributaries was ideal for obserTations of marked spawners. 
!Airing and after the marking program all tributaries were observed 
frequently, marked spawners were counted and dead marked spawners were 
remoTed. The marking project was undertaken to determine number of 
re-entries, the number taken in the fishery. and to study general homing. 
movement, and mortality. 
Homing 
Homing studies (compulsion of an individual to return to a speoi.fic 
locality) in the salmonidae family have been mainly restricted to ana-
dromous speoies. Adfluvial species have receive less attention. Although 
the following data does not deal with the known return of mature fish to 
the parent stream it does shed some light on the homing instinct of an 
adfluvial species. 
Indian Creek trap. During the 1956 spawning run 918 spawners were 
marked after artificial spawning. then released into the reservoir one 
to two miles away. Of this total 418 returns were observed, with most 
returns coming one to three days after release. Three hundred and forty-
four asoended the fish ladder and returned to the same ,stream, of these 
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44 were found dead. Fourteen were found dead in the reserToir. Sirl7 were 
obsened in tributaries other than Indian Creek where onq one vas de&d. 
Eighty-three percent of the returns returned to the home stream and 14 per--
cent migrated into other tributaries. This clea.rl,y shows the strong homing 
instinct since the locations of release into the reservoir gaTe spawnere an 
equal opportunity to enter other tributaries. 
Clyde Creek trap. During the 1956 spawning run 1.156 spavners were 
marked and released into the reservoir at a distance of from one to fotn" 
miles. Seven hundred and twelve returns were observed in the tributaries, 
644 were observed to return to the home stream, of these 141 were found 
dead. Forty-eight wpawners were observed to return to streBJ11s other than 
the home tributary, of these 32 vere found dead. One spawner 1118l'ked at 
the Clyde Creek trap entered the Indian Creek trap. Only 7.5 percent were 
observed to enter tributaries other thAll the home stream. 'l'his again shows 
the strong homing instinct. 
The percentage of spawners returning to the tributaries is high; part 
of this is due to the same fish returning to the trap more than once. Each 
time a marked spawner returned to the trap it was counted and again returned 
to the reservoir . It is possible that some lll8j' have ma.de three or four 
appearances. :By markitl€ spawners it wa.s found that a large percent would 
traverse the distance of the reservoir and re-enter the tributaries. On 
June 6, 1956, 24 hours after release, 79 of 850 marked spavnsrs returned 
to the home stream. 
Mortality 
The return of only Jl marked spavners the second 7ea.r to the Indian 
Creek trap indicates the high mortality suffered from the hazards that 
accompany spawning. Out of the 918 marked spawners 4 percent were C&J€ht 
during the 1956 fishing season, 2 percent returned the following year to 
spnwn, and less than l percent was taken by fishermen during the 1957 
fishing season. This leaves 93 percent unaccounted for, which is 
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probably close to the actual mortality. High mortality also occurred 1n 
marked spawners from the Clyde Creek: trap, as only a very low percentage 
returned to the trap in 1957, and only 10 percent of the 1,150 were can&ht 
by fishermen during the 1956 fishing season. This leaves almost 90 percent 
that are unaccounted for and probably represents the mortality. 
During the 19.57 season 123 male and 129 female spawners were collected 
from the Indian Creek Trap, fin clipped, and released in Streeper Creek. 
Thirty-three percent of the spawners were taken from the stream dead. with 
males and females dying at the same rate, showing the effect of spawning 
was as hard on the male as on the female • .Approximately 4o percent were 
kno'ltlll to return downstream alive, the remaining 27 percent were not accounted 
for but probably can be included as mortality. The spawners migrating from 
the stream, many being diseased, would suffer t'urther mortality after reach-
ing the reservoir. :Soth natural and artificially spawned fish suffer high 
mortal! ty. 
Movements 
l3efore spawning. In earcy Ma.y, usually durin g time of ice break up, 
apawners under the various effects of migratory stimuli start ascending 
streams to spawn. Not all spawners migrate to the spawnillg grounds at. 
the same t.ime and aa a result the spawning season is spread out from 
early May to late July. The daily intensity of migration appeared to be 
associated with a rise in water temperature. 
The majority of male cutthroat trout ripen before the females, tber&-
fore the sex ratio on the spawning grounds at the beginning of the spawn-
ing run is predominate!)' male. Four males caught at the onset of the 
svawning rwi while the reservoir was still completely covered with ice 
(April Z'?, 1957) were all ripe. 
After spawning. The female cut.throat. unlike salmon. does not de-
fend her redd or continue to dig other red.de after she has completed 
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spaw.ing. However many females that were spawned artifically in the 
traps continued upstream and defended a territory on which to dig a redd. 
Males were also seen attending artificially epawned females. It is 
' 
possible that all of the eggs were not taken leaving the female with a 
desire to deposit them. Even if all of the egge vere taken by artificial 
spawning it still mey not quell the spawning urge as evidenced by the 
fact that a high percentage o! released spent spawnere returned to the 
spawning traps. 
After spawning is completed most spavners soon lose the urge to 
stay on the spawning grounds. It 1e my opinion from observation that 
there ie a definite stimulus that gives spawners the desire to return to 
the reservoir. However, all spawners do not have this stimulus as 
evidenced by the fact that marked spavnere have been obeerv.ed to winter 
over in the tributaries. 
Conclusion 
Strawberry Reservoir cutthroat trout have a strong homing instinct 
and a strong drive to complete the spawning act. :Both natural and 
artificial spawning results in high mortsli ty leaving few epavners to 
return the following year. 
NATURAL VERSUS ARTIFICIAL PROJXJCTION 
The effectiveness of artificial versus natural reproduction is one 
of the most fundamental problems in fishery management. An overall 
conclusion would be bard to obtain as eaoh area is different. In the 
same area different Rtreame will vary from each other in natural 
reproduction potentialities. Even the same stream wi 11 vary from year 
to year depending on various factors. 
There are those who contemplate the complete stoppage of natural 
Natural reproduction 
female cutthroat 
2.090 
Eggs retained 
100 
Eggs deposited 
95 percent 
Egg s fertilized 
84 percent 
Eggs lost throu gh 
superimposition 
unknown 
Fama.le cutthroat spawner 
2.090 eggs 
Eggs developing into free-swimming 
fry minus superimposition 
1,0 07 
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Artificial propagation 
female cutthroat 
2.090 
Eggs retained 
500 
Eggs rejected 
5 percent 
Eggs fertilhed 
87 percent 
Eggs developin~ into 
free swirm1 ing fry 
1,012 
Figure 6 . Summary of natural versus artificial findings, 1957. 
reproduction and stocking with only hatchery reared fish. This idea 
would be sound if an unlimited budget and facilities were offered just 
for rearing of fish. Because this would never happen, natural reprod-
uction bas its place and only with the combination of the two will the 
moet be 8Rined in the fishery. 
It is possible that losses resulting from interference with natural 
spawning runs and artificial prop&&ation of eggs obtained can be greater 
than wuld have occurred had the fish been left to epawn naturall.y. It 
has been shown that hatchery fry show greater mortal1t7 after planting 
than natural fry; Shu.ck ( 1943), White ( 1927) and others. 
'!'he main objective was to determine if loss resulting from inter-
ference of natural spawni~ was more or leu than would mppen if 
•pavnere were allowed to spawn DB.turall.y. 
Conclusions 
Figm-e 6 summarizes the results of the comparison. Artificial propa-
gation p roduces slightly more f'ry with natural reproduction a close 
eecond. 'l'he expense of procuring fry arti:fic ially, plus the :fact that 
natural fry are more capable of meeting their environment, makes it 
advantageous to utilize the natural reproduction potentialities. 
Recommendations 
The present cutthroat spawning run in some tributaries is larger 
than the favorable spawning grounds can care for. Spawners should be 
alloved to utilize the favor able spawnizig areas; excess spawners could 
be spawned artificially and the fry used where th~ are needed. These 
excess fry could be planted back in the tributaries after that portion 
of the stream was cleared of trash fish by the use of toxicants. 1'he 
planting of fey in streams containing large populations of other fish 
is usually ineffective since competition and predation preyent &rt7 sig-
nificant surrtval. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Natural reproduction in the favorable areas is an efficient 
process with 63 percent of the ova, minus superimposition, surviving 
to the fry et.age. Once in the fry stage mortality is veey high. it 
takes 92 percent by the end of their first summer. 'l'his high peroent 
is probably vby the planting of fry produces so fev catchable fish. 
From the effects of natural reproduction spawners suffered such high 
mortality that they are lost to the future replenishment of their 
species and also to man. Non-game fish, beaTer, and man are the most 
harmful influences to the cutthroat population in Strawber17 Rese~oir. 
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SUMMARY 
1. Natural reproduction and artificial propagation were studied. 
to determine the part each plays in the replenishment of the cutthroat 
trout. 
2. Natural and artificial methods were evaluated and compared b7 
determining efficiency of extrusion and fertilization of oTa and b7 
measuring the mortality through the ova and alevin stages. 
3. In Streeper Creek 252 cutthroat trout were released to deter-
mine 1Jpavning efficiency. 
4. Losses of ova and alevins in the gravel were determined by 
checking 154 cutthroat redds. 
5. The effects of beaver and cattle on cutthroat trout are 
discussed. 
6. DoYn.stream traps were placed in the tributaries entering 
Strawberry Reservoir to determine results from planting fry and those 
produced naturally. 
7. To study homing, mortality, and movements, 2,838 trpawners 
were marked. 
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Table 12. Sunmary of mortality and survival in eggs and fry in the 1956 
_redd cheeks on the tributaries entering strawberry Reservoir, 
Utah. 
Date Live Dead 
checked Eggs Sac fry Fry eggs 
Bryants Fork Creek 
6-23 9 
6-23 3 
6-23 9 8 
7-9 2 82 
7-29 4 194 
Totals 21 0 6 284 
Indian Creek 
6-23 52 5 
6-23 60 
6-23 36 
6-23 4P 2 
6-23 5 1 
6-23 7 1 
6-23 8 
7-3 25 
7-3 419 10 165 
7-15 96 39 238 
7-29 56 42 218 
8-14 253 
Totals 748 105 42 883 
Mud Creek 
7-15 100 15 226 
7-27 3 25 
8-14 1.103 
Totals 100 15 3 1,354 
streeper Creek 
7-26 3 
7-26 3 
7-26 3 
7-26 136 
8-9 214 44 142 
8-26 77 130 
8-27 332 181 112 234 
9-12 9 9 
9-12 1 27 229 
9-21 7 41 
9-21 1 9 
Totals 691 303 156 794 
Table 12. continued. 
Trout Creek 
Date Live Dead 
checked Lg[ S Sac F'ry Eggs 
7-lo 64 0 0 0 
Totals 64 0 0 0 
Clyde Creek 
7-22 28 28 1 776 
• 
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Table 13. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs a.nd fry 1n Streeper 
Creek redd checks sampled at 6-day intervals, 1957. 
I)ite of Number of Live Dead 
deposition days from Pre- Eyed Sao Fry Pre- Eyed Sao Fry 
deposition eyed eggs fry eyed eggs fry 
when checked eggs eggs 
6-21 5 427 15 
6-19 10 661 14 
6-20 10 16 2 
6-19 15 76 3 
6-19 15 134 3 39 
6-19 15 no specimens 
6-20 20 280 3 6 
6-19 20 2 23 2 
6-19 25 no specimens 
6-19 25 no speoimens 
6-21 25 1 
6-20 30 238• 60 108 
6-20 36 1 45 
6-20 35 4 
6-20 40 24 1 191 148 9 
6-19 45 7 3 2 
6-20 50 3 
6-20 50 no specimens 
6-19 50 1 
6-19 50 58 1sx 
Tota.ls 1,858 91 243 59 361 11 0 3 
• Almost eyed 
X Too far decomposed to tell stage of development 
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Table 14. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs and fry in Trout 
Creek redd checks sampled at 5-day intervals, 1957. 
Date of Number of Live Dead 
deposition days from Pre- Eyed Sac Fry Pre- Eyed Sao Fry 
deposition eyed eggs fry eyed eggs fry 
when oheoked eggs eggs 
5-13 5 580 8 
6-14 5 65 52 4 
6-10 10 176 147 110 
6-14 10 2 384 
6-14 10 no specimens 
6-20 10 87 25 
5-17 15 980 164 
5-17 15 no specimens 
5-17 15 no specimens 
6-7 20 1 
6-7 20 3 298 
6-14 20 42 1 
6-14 25 1 1 4 
6-20 25 no specimens 
6-24 30 40 
6-30 30 19 141 40 
6-28 35 no speci..ilens 
6-30 40 225 30 
o-28 40 4 47 11 2 
6-24 45 10 27 5 
c:i-28 50 6() l] 
o-30 50 qg 3o 
u-30 55 no soecimens 
6-30 60 16 1 
G-30 60 no g •,e c irn.e '1.S 
tJ-30 t;.;5 29 1 
Totals 1, t>-1 ';4tJ 117 4:-i 1,444 73 0 0 
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Table 15. Summary of mortality and survival in Trout Creek redd oheoks 
taken upstream above the influences of cattle, 1957. 
Estimated Live Dead 
days from Pre-eyed Eyed Sac Fry Pre-eyed Eyed Sao Fry 
deposition eggs eggs fry eggs eggs fry 
when checked 
15 90 7 
20 42 1 
30 1 9 2 8 
30 19 141 40 
35 1 8 1 
40 4 47 11 2 
45 10 27 5 
50 60 11 
60 16 1 
65 29 1 
Totals 157 150 127 45 107 7 1 0 
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Table 16. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs and fry in Indian 
Creek redd cheoks sampled at 5-day intervals. 1957. 
Date of Number of Live Dead 
deposition days from Pre- Eyed Sac Fry Pre- Eyed Sac Fry 
deposition eyed eggs fry eyed eggs fry 
when checked eggs eggs 
6-21 5 61 5 
6-19 10 31 1 
6-19 10 no specimens 
6-19 16 282 3 
6-19 20 no speo imens 
6-29 20 no specimens 
6-30 20 1 1 
6-19 25 1 
6-19 25 77 129 8 
6-20 30 no specimens 
6-2 0 30 no specimens 
6-20 30 94 10 5 
6-19 40 5 
6-19 40 1 2 15 7 
6-20 45 5 
Totals 451 226 1 2 53 12 0 0 
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Ta.ble 17. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs and fry in Bryants 
Fork Creek redd oheoks sampled at 5-day intervals, 1957. 
l)ite of Number of Live Dead 
deposition days from Pre- Eyed Sac Fry Pre- Eyed Sac 
deposition eyed eggs fry eyed eggs fry 
when checked eggs eggs 
6-28 5 6 12 
6-30 5 31 7 
5-19 10 no specimens 
7-4 10 339 11 
6-28 15 215 3 48 
5-19 20 no specimens 
6-28 20 305 46 
6-17 25 7 59 10 2 
6-28 30 no specimens 
6-29 30 11 1 27 11 
5-19 35 224 17 28 
5-15 40 5 2 
5-18 45 2 2 7 27 52 
5-18 45 1 1 8 20 38 
6-28 50 a 8 b -
6-28 50 a 10 53 b 
-
6-28 50 no specimens 
6-15 50 a. 3 o 48 b 
-
Totals 1,130 98 16 13 347 103 0 
a Fry had already left the redd 
b Too far decomposed to determine stage of development 
o One fry was well advanced but was deformed so it could not fight 
its way out of the redd. 
Fry 
0 
Table 18. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs and try in ~d 
Creek redd checks sampled at 5-day intervals. 1957. 
1)1.te of Number of Lin 
deposition days from Pre- Eyed Sao 
deposition eyed eggs fry 
when checked eggs 
6-18 6 236 
6-20 6 
6-18 10 1.149 
6-20 10 162 
6-19 16 18 84 
6-19 15 
6-23 20 5 63 4 
6-26 26 7 117 
5-26 25 10 7 
6-20 30 
6-20 30 
6-23 30 1 
6-23 30 97 
6-24 30 
5-26 36 
5-26 35 2 
6-15 35 670 5 46 
5-26 40 
5-26 40 7d 
6-24 40 
6-24 40 4 
6-24 45 
7-1 46 
6-23 50 
6-23 50 
6-23 65a 
6-23 55 
Totals 1. 750 284 56 
Fry averaged 24 nm. 
a Fry had already left redd 
b Too badly decomposed to tell the stage 
c Almost eyed 
d Ready to become sac try 
Dead 
Fry Pre- Eyed Sac 
eyed eggs fry 
eggs 
5 
no specimens 
102 
20 
9 
no specimens 
10 
6 
6 
no specimens 
no specimens 
1 
8 3 
no specimens 
1 
108 11 
49 12 
no specimens 
no specimens 
71 7lb 
25 1 
93 34 12 
no specimens 
2 12b 
1 46b 16 
44 l69b 
244 652 51 0 
Fry 
2 
2 
56 
56 
Table 19. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs and fry in Sage 
Creek redd oheoks sampled, 1957 
Number Live Dead 
Pre-eyed E;yed Pre-eyed Eyed 
eggs eggs eggs eggs 
1 1 19 
2 no specimens 
3 1 
4 1 
5 35 
6 no specimens 
7 no specimens 
8 no specimens 
9 1 
10 252 7 
11 3 3 
12 no specimens 
13 2 1 
14 1 1 
15 12 33 
Tota.ls 271 0 102 0 
Table 20. Summary of mortality and survival in eggs in Charlie Chaplin 
Creek redd checks sampled, 1957. 
Number Live Dead 
Pre-eyed Eyed Pre-eyed Eyed 
eggs eggs eggs eggs 
1 no specimens 
2 no speoimens 
3 l l 
4 1 10 
5 2 1 6 
Tota.ls 4 1 17 0 
Table 21.. SUJDJl'\&ry of 16 redda checked to determine fertility of eggs depo1ited naturally by th• 
outthroat trout in the tributaries enterin g Strawberry Reservoir, 1957. 
Days from Live Dead Estimated 
deposition Pre-eyed Pre-eifed Eyed Sao Fry Pre-eyed Eyed Sao Fr y fertility 
when oheoked fertile infertile egga fry egga egg a fry in 
eggs eggs percent 
20 91 114 44.4 
20 2 23 92.0 
30 195 43 60 85.6 
30 94 10 6 100.0 
30 l 9 2 8 91.4 
35 l 45 2 97.9 
39 4 47 11 2 92.6 
35 1 8 1 l 90.0 
35 19 141 40 88.l 
40 24 l 191 9 89.3 
45 97 8 3 100. c 
45 2 2 . 7 23 4.6 97 • ._, 
46 1 l 8 23 ,a 98.S 
45 7 3 2 100.0 
56 25 1 100.0 
Totals 384 211 331 316 i:s 122 111 l 84.8 
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Fi gure 8. Length-frequencies of resident trout captured in Streeper 
Creek sample areas. ~epte mber, 1957 . 
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APPENDIX 3 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
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Figure 9. 1,'ud Creek downstream fish trap, 1956. 
Figure 10. Female cutthroat trout from Indian Creek with blocked 
genital pores, Septerr,ber, 1956. 
63 
Figure 11. TSa.le and female cutthroat trout spawning in Bryants 
Fork Creek, 1956. 
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P...PPENDIX 4 
SPAWEI NG ACT 
SPAWNING ACT 
The female, upon reaching the spawning ground, selects a gravel 
site where there is an adequate ourrent, then she defends this area 
against other females a.nd males. driving both a��y. When a fenale is 
successful in defending an area she begins to dig, not always in the 
same location but in different nlaces, finally settling to one place. 
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The fema.le turns on her side while digging and at the su.m.e time 
striking her tail vigorously along the bottom she suddenly shoots for­
ward. The body is curved with the tHil and head bein� lower. The female 
seems at ti.mes to be digging with her entire body with even the head or 
onerole moving gravel. The hydraulic force and suction developed by the 
tuil sweens the small gravel, se.nd, cmd detritus into the current where 
it is carried b,.,.ck into the tailspin. Priggs (1 %3), in describing the 
soElvming a.ct of silver salmon, concluded that "digging" was accomnl ished 
by the salnon suddenly lifting tbe tail upward resuJtin� in a strong 
hydraulic suction lifting the substrate into the current. Chamberlain 
(1�)07) was under the impression that spawning fish moved the gruvel by 
forcin� the body �nd t�il against it. In cutthroat spa�nin� all three 
were used, �-�·, hydraulic force, hydraulic suction, and actual body 
contact with hydr!iulic force arn1 suction moving most of the substrlite. 
Actual body contact is used as evidenced by the fact that parts of the 
body ure worn away, especiall�.r the lower part of  the cnudal fin. 
The digging of the female ettracts the males towards which the fe­
IY!B.le has now become more tolerant. •"ales station themselves dovmstrea.m 
with trc dor1inant male, which is usually the largest one. stationing 
hir'lself just 1 elow the feiriale so as to prevent other mtcles from approaching 
her. The dominant male drives off all other males. In two instances 
I observed a male drive away a sandpiper when it walked along near the 
spawning pair. The male oame almost completely out of the water to 
drive this shore bird away. 
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By now the female is defending the redd from other females and also 
defends to some extent against other males. sometimes driving the dom­
inant one away. My observations indicate that the female defends the 
redd but the ma.le defends a redd only when the female is over it. What 
he defends is a territory around the female. If the female drops below 
the redd to rest the ma.le defends this territory around the female and 
does not necessarily defend the redd. When the female moves from redd 
to redd the territory around her is still defended. 
The female with the redd pit deep enough for spawning digs more 
rapidly and settles down in it from time to time. Eaoh time she settles 
the attending male will rush up alongside and then drift back into 
position below her. When spawning is near the male will sometimes stay 
close to the female. 
Finally, the female settles down in the redd with pectoral and 
ventral fins well spread along the bottom. The male then darts to position 
against the female. For several seconds there is a viberation of the 
ma.le against the femB.le. It is during this time that the eggs and milt 
are released. 
Ai'ter a few seconds the male again drops back below the female who 
then covers the eggs. If more spawning is to take plaoe she will usually 
move a short distance upstream and prepare a new egg site. The eggs are 
usually covered quickly enough by the female to prevent predation. Taft 
and Shapovalov (1945) believe that at least 97 percent of the eggs lodge 
in the pit and are buried. The percent of cutthroat eggs that lodge in 
the redd depends on the quality of the redd. 
